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Important health warning about playing video games

Photosensitive Seizures
A very small percentage of people may experience a seizure when exposed to
certain visual images, including flashing lights or patterns that may appear
in computer games. Even people who have no history of seizures or epilepsy
may have an undiagnosed condition that can cause these “photosensitive
epileptic seizures” while watching video games. These seizures may have a
variety of symptoms including: light headedness, altered vision, eye or face
twitching, jerking or shaking of arms or legs, disorientation, confusion
or momentary loss of awareness. Seizures may also cause loss of
consciousness or convulsions that can lead to injury from falling down or
striking nearby objects.

Immediately stop playing and consult a doctor if you
experience any of these symptoms.
Parents should watch for or ask their children about the above symptoms
– children and teenagers are more likely than adults to experience these
seizures. The risk of photosensitive epileptic seizures may be reduced by
sitting further from your monitor,using a smaller monitor, playing in a
well-lit room and not playing when you are drowsy or fatigued.

If you or any of your relatives have a history of seizures or epilepsy,
consult a doctor before
playing.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS STATEMENT STORM – Frontline Nation © 2009
COLOSSAI STUDIOS AB. Developed by COLOSSAI STUDIOS AB. All rights reserved.
STORM – FRONTLINE NATION is a trademark of COLOSSAI STUDIOS AB.
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners and
used under license.

SAFETY INFORMATION
This instruction manual contains important health and safety information
that you should read and understand before using this software.

Epilepsy Warning
Please read before using this video game or allowing your children to use
it. Some people are susceptible to epileptic seizures or loss of
consciousness when exposed to certain flashing lights or light patterns in
everyday life. Such people may have a seizure while watching images or
playing certain video games. This may happen even if the person has no
medical history of epilepsy or has never had any epileptic seizures. If you
or anyone in your family has ever had symptoms related to epilepsy
(seizures or loss of consciousness) when exposed to flashing lights or
patterns, consult your doctor prior to playing. We advise that parents
should monitor the use of video games by their children. If you or your
child experience any of the following symptoms: dizziness, blurred vision,
eye or muscle twitches,loss of consciousness, disorientation, any
involuntary movement or convulsion, while playing a video game,
IMMEDIATELY discontinue use and consult your doctor (particularly since
experience of any of these symptoms could lead to injury from falling down
or striking nearby objects). Parents should ask their children about the
above symptoms - children and teenagers may be more likely than adults to
experience these seizures.
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The STORY

2001
Planes crashing into World Trade Centers sends a shock of terror throughout
the world. Al Qaida is blamed, and Afghanistan is attacked.

2003
Disguised as a war on terror, Iraq is attacked by a coalition of countries
led by USA. A quick victory first seems to bring stability to the region.
Soon insurgents start to show their presence and a wave of terrorist attacks
sweep over the country.

2004
In the middle of rush hour on a June morning, nerve gas is spread throughout
the subways of Paris, killing thousands of citizens. Syria and Iran are
blamed. Within weeks, the French war-machine reaches the shores of Middle
East. Despite superior equipment, France suffers many casualties. In the
European parliament, heated discussions go on regarding the dangers of a
disturbed flow of oil to the European industry

2005
After months of fighting, French forces surround Damascus, the last strong-
hold of Syria. The oil supply is severely disrupted, constantly disturbed by
insurgents. Casualties have been very high and all over the world protests
against the wars are growing increasingly strong.

2006
The wars in Middle East are escalating, and neither USA nor France seem to be
able to take control of the situation. Iran is pointed out as the master
villain behind the insurgents, providing them with weapons and knowledge.

2007
In November a nuclear bomb detonates on a ship outside San Francisco. Over
50.000 citizens are killed instantly. Iranian influence is blamed, and the
payback is overwhelming. Missiles rain down over Iranian cities, several of
them loaded with nuclear kernels. Despite firm protests from China, ground
units from USA, UK and France enter Iranian territory.

2008
Coalition forces seize western parts of Iran, but the ground fights are
extremely bloody and the allied body count quickly passes tens of thousands.
The European Union summits turn into shouting matches, leading to Italy and
Portugal leaving the union. Soon, more countries follow their lead, and in
late 2008 the union is declared a failure.

2009
With German industry and society using up the last remaining oil, German
troops are sent to the Middle East to secure Iranian oil wells as a last
resort. Soon after passing the Iranian border they discover Chinese troops
with absolutely no intention of falling back. With the immediate threat of
World War III facing them, the coalition troops finally stands to a halt.

2010
As the new decade commences, Western economies balance on the brink of
irreversible collapse. Only by securing new oil can the future of the nations
be salvaged.
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STORM - Frontline Nation Manual

This manual goes through many of the features in STORM - Frontline Nation.

Installing
Insert the STORM – Frontline Nation DVD into your DVD-ROM drive. If AutoPlay
is enabled, a launcher will appear. Follow the on-screen instructions.

If AutoPlay is not enabled, or the installation does not start automatical-
ly, double-click on the My Computer icon on your desktop, then click on your
DVD-ROM drive icon to see the content on the disc. Locate Setup.exe and
double click it to start the installation. Follow the on-screen instruc-
tions.

Uninstalling the game
To uninstall the game, select Colossai Studios/STORM – Frontline
Nation/STORM – Frontline Nation Uninstall from the Start menu.

Starting the game
Select Colossai Studios/STORM – Frontline Nation/STORM – Frontline Nation
from your Start menu, or double click the STORM – Frontline Nation shortcut
on your desktop (if you selected to have one created during installation).

Starting a single player campaign
� Click SINGLE PLAYER in the main menu

� Click CAMPAIGN

� Click NEW CAMPAIGN to start a new game, or LOAD GAME to load a
previously saved campaign

� Use the options to set up the game

� Click START GAME

Starting a single player skirmish
� Click SINGLE PLAYER in the main menu

� Click SKIRMISH

� Use the options to set up the game

� Click START GAME

� Buy and equip your units

� Click PROCEED
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Hosting a multi player campaign
� Click MULTI PLAYER in the main menu

� Click HOST GAME to start a new campaign, or LOAD GAME to load a
previously saved campaign

� Click CAMPAIGN

� Use the options to set up the game

� Wait for other players to appear in the player slots

� Click START GAME

Hosting a multi player skirmish
� Click MULTI PLAYER in the main menu

� Click HOST GAME

� Click SKIRMISH

� Use the options to set up the game

� Wait for other players to appear in the player slots

� Click START GAME

� Buy and equip your units

� Click PROCEED

Joining a multi player game
� Click MULTI PLAYER in the main menu

� Click JOIN GAME

� Select server in the Server list, or add a server with the Add
button

� Click JOIN GAME

� Select your country

Game modes
STORM - Frontline Nation includes two different game modes: Campaign and
Skirmish

Campaign
Two strategic campaigns are available; one where you can choose to play as one
of Germany, France, Russia, United Kingdom or United States in a story driven
experience, and one where you can play as one out of 45 countries.

Skirmish
In this game mode a single combat is played. Several parameters for the combat
can be customized, including money, light-cycle, weather and technology level.
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Popularity
A central concept of the game is to have the public opinion behind you. This
includes the loyalty of your own people, other countries´ opinions of you,
your own peoples´ opinions of other countries, and the Allied Nations status.

The loyalty your people have for you affects your income and the morale of
the units. The loyalty can be changed positively by things like having peace,
declaring war with a country your people dislike, founding a relation with a
country your people like, winning territory or signing a non-proliferation
treaty. The loyalty can be changed negatively by things like having a
prolonged war, declaring war with a country your people like, founding a
relation with a country your people dislike, losing territory, breaking a
non-proliferation treaty, or being attacked by weapons of mass destruction.

Each country has a home opinion on each other country. You can affect other
country’s opinions of you by things like attacking their neighbours or
allies, winning or losing territory, joining or breaking relations, releasing
or executing spies.

Covert operations can be used to manipulate the opinions of the masses, and
is an important part of the war effort. If you want your own people to
dislike another country so that you can attack it without losing loyalty, you
can for example use special forces to blow up your own building, and plant
evidence that indicate the other country.

Allied Nations (AN)
Each country has a AN status that determine how likely AN are to help them in
a time of crisis. If a small country with high AN status is attacked by a big
country with low AN status, they will almost certainly send in troops for
support. There are ways to raise the AN status, for example signing a non-
proliferation treaty against weapons of mass destruction or sending troops to
AN. Sure ways to decrease your AN status can be starting an unjust war, using
Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) or killing AN troops.

Game modes continued
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Strategic mode
1. Mouse over information

2. Selection monitor – contains information on selected unit(s)

3. Unit specific actions – available actions for selected unit

4. Event monitor – information regarding occurring events

5. Production screen, Diplomacy screen, Research screen, Covert
Operations screen, Overview screen, Options screen

6. Next unit button, End turn

7. View mode buttons – displays country colour, supply lines, city
bars and economy

8. Mission icons – contains information about available missions

9. Power and money information

10. The players country, AI-countries and AN information

11. Event icon – displays important events

GUI overview
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Tactical mode
1. Mouse over information

2. Selection monitor – contains information on selected unit(s)

3. Unit specific actions – available actions for selected unit

4. Electronic Warfare monitor – Electronic Warfare actions and
information

5. End turn

6. Re-enforcement's screen – displays available units for re-en-
forcement. Select units to deploy

7. Victory Points (Flags) information

8. Light cycle and weather information

9. Forces Bar – displays information regarding number of units left,
phase and turn

10. Event icon – displays important events

11. Air force icon – selects your available aircrafts
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Production screen
     This is used for ordering new conventional units and weapon of mass
 destruction, also for seeing what is currently under production.

Conventional tab (1)
This view has three different unit groups: ground units, air units and

 sea units. Clicking on a unit show all stats for it. Many units also have
 additional kits that can be selected to upgrade it. The higher technology
 level you have (see Research screen) the better kits will be available.
 Use mouse over on the kit to see information about it. Multiple left
 clicks increase the qty of units to order, right click decreases it. When
 Buy is clicked, the units will be paid and ordered. Ctrl-click
 increase/decrease by 5 units,  and shift-click by 10 units.

WMD tab (2)
This view is much like the conventional tab, but shows four different

 nit groups: nuclear weapons, biological weapons, chemical weapons and
 missiles. You need the appropriate research levels to unlock them (see
 Research screen).

In Production tab (3)
In this view you can see all conventional and WMD units that are

 currently in production. There are four groups showing how many turns
 that are left until the unit is delivered.

Kits (4)
          Use kits to upgrade your units.

Move the mouse over the kit pictures to get a detailed description of the
 it.
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Diplomacy screen

Domestic (1)
Here you can see diplomacy status for your country. This includes how loyal
your population are, your AN status, how powerful you are and your planned
diplomatic actions. You can sign and break treaties here.

Nations (2)
In this view you can see the same stats as in Domestic, but now for other
nations. Click on a nation in the list to view details. From this view you
can also declare war and negotiate with other countries. To declare war,
select a country you have peace with, and then press DECLARE WAR. You will
be asked to confirm it.

By double clicking on a region on the map, the Diplomacy screen
automatically opens up and selects the country to which the region belongs.

To negotiate, click on any country in the list, and then NEGOTIATE. This
replaces the country list with a new view. Here you can build a proposition
that can be sent to the selected country. There are two parts of a
proposition: what you offer and what you request. The left side is what you
offer, the right side is what you request.

You also have the possibility to negotiate with several countries at the
same time. To do this, CTRL-click in the country list on the countries. Then
click NEGOTIATE. The only restriction is that you can’t negotiate with
countries you have peace with at the same time as countries you have war
with. Research, WMD and Release spy alternatives are inactive when multi
negotiating. When you are done creating you proposition, click Send
Proposition. The next turn answers to it will arrive.

Relations (3)
This view is used to view all wars, treaties and relations. You can filter
the list on specific countries or relation types.

Allied Nations (4)
In this view you can see what nations currently receive AN support, and
which locations are considered trouble spots.
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Diplomacy - Relation types

Cease fire
During this treaty you are not allowed to attack the other  country. A time
limit between 1 and 24 months is given. Requires  war.

Right of passage
Allow you to freely move your units in the other country. Can be started
with or without a time limit. Requires peace or alliance.

Offensive alliance against a nation
If all parties agree they all declare war with the given nation
automatically. A time limit between 1 and 24 months is given. Right of
passage not implied. Requires peace or alliance.

Defensive alliance
Right of passage implied. Intelligence about units and buildings is
automatically shared. Also, should any nation declare war on either of these
nations, that nation may request that their ally  declare war on their
attacker. Such a request must be honoured. If the defensive alliance is
activated neither party shall sign a separate treaty without the consent of
the other party.

To be able to break a right of passage or a defensive alliance you must
first remove all your units out of their countries. Foreign units that are
in your country when the alliance dissolves are deported.

Diplomacy – NBC treaties
Three different treaties are used:

� Nuclear weapons non-proliferation treaty

� Biological weapons non-proliferation treaty

� Chemical weapons non-proliferation treaty

They function in the same way. For example: after signing the nuclear
weapons non-proliferation treaty it’s no longer possible to do conduct
nuclear research. Also, using a nuclear weapon means breaking the treaty,
and will significantly lower your AN status.

Signing a treaty will raise your AN status.
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Research screen

There are five different research groups: Nuclear weapons (1), Biological
weapons (2), Chemical weapons (3), Missiles (4) and Technology (5). Click on
a level to view information on it. Click on the research level you want to
reach and then Start Research to start researching. Higher levels take
longer, and cost more, but will also unlock more effective weapons.
Technology unlocks kits that are used on conventional units to give them new
capabilities or to improve existing ones.
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Covert Operations screen

Special Forces tab (1)
Here you see a list of all your special forces units. Clicking on one will
show details, like experience points, events and missions carried out.

Spies tab (2)
Here you see a list of all your spy units. Clicking on one will show
details, like experience points, events and missions carried out. You can
also see in which countries it has been exposed.

Prison tab (3)
This shows a list of foreign spies that are currently imprisoned in your
capital. Selecting one will show the details you know (if any) about it. You
can choose to INTERROGATE the spy to make it reveal all events. If you want
to get rid of the spy you can select EXECUTE. Both these actions might have
a negative impact on your AN status. Selecting RELEASE might have a positive
impact on the AN status.

Foreign tab (4)
Here you see a list of all foreign spies that you know about. These can’t
carry out a mission on your territory and will be visible if moving there.
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Overview screen

Economy tab (1)
Here you get an overview of the money flow.

Income is generated from regions (resources and improvements) and from cities
(population). City income can be modified positively or negatively if the
loyalty is high or low. Income from improvements is decreased if they are
damaged or without power supply.

Buildings and units cost upkeep.

Military (2)
In this view all your units are listed, along with information regarding
their upkeep.

Regions tab (3)
In this view all your regions are listed. For each region you get the
important stats, and you can sort by clicking on any of the column names.

Cities tab (4)
In this view all your cities are listed. For each city you get the important
stats, and you can sort by clicking on any of the column names.

History tab (5)
Here you can look at everything important that’s happened since the game
began by clicking PLAY. You can also manually move the slider, or step it
month by month.

Achievements tab (6)
Here you can see how close you are of fulfilling the victory conditions. You
can also see varied statistics, like how many missions you have achieved.
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Buildings
These can be constructed by engineers. Right click an engineer and then
select the unit action CONSTRUCT.

Airport
You need an airport to be able to produce and deploy air units. Planes
(helicopters not included) must operate from either an airport or a carrier.

Garrison
Ground units can be deployed either in a city or in a region with a garrison.
Most ground unit require an open supply line to a garrison, or their combat
effectiveness and morale will be affected (see supply line rules).

Missile silo
Missile units can be deployed in a city. Tactical and intercontinental
missiles can also be deployed in a missile silo. You can also launch missiles
from here by clicking LAUNCH MISSILE and selecting a target.

Navy base
You need a navy base to be able to produce, deploy and repair sea units.

Nuclear test facility
This building is required for conducting nuclear weapons research.

Power plants
All other buildings require power to be functional. Power plants provide the
power.

Shelter
This type of building can only be constructed in a city. It protects the
population from attacks by missiles and bombers. It doesn’t require power.
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Covert operations
Spies and special forces are invisible for other countries, and can move in
any region or city. For special forces there is a risk of being discovered
while moving. It’s low in empty regions, higher in cities, and for each
foreign unit in the location, the risk is increased. Spies can’t be
discovered while moving, but can be exposed when executing a mission.

When a spy or special forces has been produced, it can be named. The more
missions a spy or special forces succeed with, the higher their rank will
become, meaning they can execute missions with a lowered risk of failure.

To execute a covert operations mission simply click on the unit and then
select one the available unit actions. These are described below.

Spies
Spies can perform the following actions.

�  – these actions last during the rest of the
turn. All units in the location will be visible in the selection
monitor. Click on them to view details. Any unit (except spies and
special forces) entering the location during this turn will be
visible.

�  – show which units can be built here and units
currently in production

�  - show research levels and research that is currently
in progress View

�  - show all spies and special forces belonging to
this country

�  - show all spies currently imprisoned in their capital.

�  -  this action last during the rest of the turn. It's
used to find foreign spies in the active location and neighbouring
locations. Any foreign spy currently here or that enters this area
risk being exposed by you. If it happens you will get a message and
the spy will be visible.

� - steal a research step

�  – This action is available if you are in the same
location as a foreign spy that is exposed to you.

�  – If you carry a suitcase bomb this can be primed
anywhere. The spy is killed in the process. Targets will be
highlighted, click one of them to fire.

View Region can be performed in a region. View City, View Production and View
Research can be performed in a city. View Covert Op, View Prison and Steal
Research can only be performed in a capital. Find Spies and Assassinate spy
can be performed anywhere.

A spy that fails a mission runs the risk of being exposed in the country. If
it becomes exposed it will be visible in that country and won’t be able to
carry out any missions there for the rest of the game. If the exposed spy is
in the same location as an enemy unit it will automatically be captured. If
the country owns its capital, the spy will be put in prison there. If the
capital has been lost, the spy is instead deported back to the home country.
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Special Forces
This special unit has a very important role to play in the diplomatic war.
With its actions it can manipulate the opinions of the masses to either
support or reject a war or a country. They can perform the following actions.

�  – This is the main action of
the special forces unit. It can be used in the conventional way to
damage a military or civilian target. It can also be used in a more
non-conventional way: when selecting a target to attack, you can
choose to plant false evidence. If properly conducted the country
owning the building will think it has been attacked by the country
you selected to plant evidence from. This will lower the attacked
country’s opinion of the other country. The most sinister way to
use this is to sabotage your own building in a false flag
operation, effectively turning your own people against the country
you selected to plant evidence from. This will make it easier for
you to wage a war against them.

�  – Special forces can effectively spread Q fever,
Anthrax and Smallpox on the enemy without being traced.

�  – This is possible when one of your spies has been
captured and imprisoned by another country

A special forces unit that is exposed in a country can’t carry out missions.
Unlike a spy, a special forces unit can be unexposed by returning to home
soil and waiting there until next month.
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Engineers
Engineers can perform the following actions:

Build
Constructs a new building.

Repair
Repairs an existing building that’s either not finished or has been damaged.

Clean-up
Clean up a location that has been contaminated by biological, chemical or
nuclear weapons.

Build improvements
Build improvements to increase the income generated by the region
You can cancel engineer orders by giving a skip or sleep order.

Supply lines

• Tank

• Artillery

•Anti air

•Infantry equipped with mechanized kit

• Helicopters

•Infantry

•Paratrooper

• Mountain ranger

•Special forces

•Spy

•Engineer

• Sea Units

Kits that use ammunition will not be refilled without supply lines

Also, without a supply line, morale will be decreased until a supply line is
established.
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Deployment
When it’s a new turn, dialogues will sometimes be shown. After that you enter
deployment phase. If you have produced new units, these will be shown in the
selection monitor in the lower left corner. Select a unit and the possible
locations where you can place them will be highlighted. When all players have
deployed their new units, deployment phase will be done and you can start
playing. Missiles can be deployed directly to missile silos.

Weather
Four types of weathers exist: storm, heavy rain, blizzard and sand storm.
They affect units in combat in different ways.

Launching a missile
If you have missiles in a missile silo you can launch them. Click on the
building, select the missile, and click LAUNCH. All targets within range will
be highlighted, click one of them to fire.

If you wish to use warhead you must first load it on a missile, tactical and
intercontinental missile can carry all warhead except for suitcase bombs,
which can only be carried by spies.

Moving ground units
When you click on one of your unit stacks on the map, all the units in the
location (region or city) will be listed in the unit monitor in the lower
left corner of the screen. CTRL–click to select all units of the same type.
SHIFT-click on a unit to add it to the already selected. CTRL-SHIFT click add
all of the same type to the already selected units. To move them right click
on the target location.

Missions
Missions are spawned periodically, depending on the start menu setting. Most
are optional, but some are mandatory. Completing a mission usually rewards
you in some way. There are over 50 different missions, divided into the
following categories: military, diplomatic, special forces, spy and
miscellaneous missions.

Orders for air units
Fighters, bombers and transport planes can land on airports. Fighters and
bombers can also land on carriers.

Left click on the airport. All units on the airport will be shown. Select the
ones you want to use. Use the unit action buttons to select your next move.
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Loading / unloading units
Double-click on a unit in the selection monitor in the lower left corner to
open up the Unit screen. In this screen you can load/unload units. You can
also move them in or out of buildings.

• Engineer - WMD

• Special forces - biological weapons

• Spy - suitcase bomb

• Destroyer - cruise missiles

• Battleship - cruise missiles

• Carrier – air units

• Transport – ground units and helicopters

• Nuclear submarine - tactical/intercontinental missile

• Transport plane – ground units

• Intercontinental and tactical missiles - NBC's

NBC includes biological, chemical and nuclear warheads. WMD includes
NBC's and missile weapons.

Ground Combat

First of all you have to be at war with the nation who currently owns
the target region, this is further explained in the diplomacy screen
section of the manual. Once you are at war you will be able to
initiate an attack on the target region.

Select your stack and right click on the target region. You now have
3 options; Cancel attack, Initiate attack, or do the same procedure
with stacks that you have adjacent to the target area to set up a
combined attack.

Once a battle is initiated you will be presented with the pre combat
screen. It shows units and nations participating in the battle,
weather conditions and time of day. You now have to make a decision.

1. Either you choose to let the battle auto resolve, letting
the computer run a simulation of the proceedings without
your involvement.

2. Or you choose to personally take control of your troops
and manoeuvre them to victory on the tactical battlefield.
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Tactical combat
The tactical combat mode enables you to control your forces in an hexagon
based representation of the conflict area.

The size of the battlefield depends on how many units that are involved in
the battle.

The battle is made up of 3 different phases which are described below.

Objectives
The attackers objective is to either capture all the control points (flags),
or to kill all enemy units. The defenders objective is to keep all control
points till the time runs out or to kill all enemy units.

Deployment phase
Each combatant is given a specific deployment area where he can deploy his
stacks. During this phase you can move around your stacks. Left click on a
stack  or fortification, and then right click where you want to move it.

If you are defending and brought engineers to the battlefield, you have a
number of fortifications automatically deployed. You can move them around by
selecting them with a left click and confirming the move with a right click.

Reinforcement phase
If a unit dies and you have reinforcements waiting, you can deploy them in
your original deployment-zone before each order phase.

Order phase
During this phase you give orders to your stacks. Click on a stack and where
you want it to move. Many units also have special actions that can be used,
these are visible at the bottom of the screen when the stack is selected and
are covered below.

Action phase
During this phase you watch while your given orders play out on the
battlefield.

Fortifications
If you defend a location and have engineers there, different types of
fortifications will be available on the combat field.

�  – each unit stepping into a mined hex, runs a risk getting
injured

�  – doubles the cost of moving through for non-vehicle
units. There is also a risk of getting injured if moving through a
hex with barb wire.

� – adds movement cost for vehicles.

� – raises the defence for units in the hex.
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Modifiers
Stacks and units receive modifications to their combat attributes (such as
attack strength and defence, move points etc.) depending on environmental
and personal circumstances such as what terrain they are in or what the
weather is like and how experienced they are or what their morale is like.
For instance, infantry stacks are much better at defending in an environment
where they can use cover, such as forests and urban terrains, than they are
in more open terrain such as plains or desert. It is important to know how
to use your armies strengths and the enemies weaknesses to ensure you come
out on top on the battlefield.

Select a stack to display the unit stats in the selection monitor.
Move the mouse cursor over the unit stats in the selection monitor
to see modifiers applied to it.

Actions
Almost every unit type has a set of special actions available to them. The
available actions are displayed in the form of one or more buttons at the
bottom of the screen when a stack is selected. To select a ground stack you
just have to click it on the battlefield.

For air units (bomber, fighter and transport plane) however you have to click
the air support button on the left side of the screen. There is one button
for each unit type. Once you have clicked an air support button, the unit
actions will appear in the same place as for ground units (middle bottom of
screen).

Cancel Orders
Available for all stacks (and air units). Cancels the stacks current orders.
This includes any move order the stack has.

Engage
Available for all stacks except anti air and artillery. Orders the currently
selected stack to follow and attack another stack.

Assault
Available for tank, infantry, mountain ranger, engineer and paratrooper. This
action will only be active if the your stack is standing next to an enemy
stack and that stack has somewhere to retreat to. If the assault succeeds the
enemy will be pushed out from the hexagon. This is especially useful when the
enemy is standing on a victory point or another strategically important
hexagon.
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Smoke screen
Only available for infantry, paratroopers, mountains rangers and tanks with
the smoke screen (or remote weapon station) kit and ammo available. When
this is selected, the currently selected stack will deploy a smoke screen at
the start of the next action phase on the tile it occupies.

Mortar
Only available for infantry with one of the mortar kits and ammo. Orders the
stack to fire mortar rounds at the selected stack for the duration of the
next action phase.

UAV/OAV
Only available to infantry with the UAV or OAV kit. When activated, an UAV
or OAV pod will be used during the next action phase to recon the selected
area for enemy presence.

Artillery fire
Only available to artillery. Orders the stack to fire artillery rounds on
the selected tile.

Change altitude
Only available for helicopters. Orders the stack to change its elevation.
The action is performed instantly in the order phase.

Bombing run
Only available to bombers. Orders the unit monitor to bomb the selected
tiles the next action phase.

Intercept
Only available to fighters. Orders the selected units to attempt to
intercept enemy bombers during the next action phase.

Air strike
Only available to fighters with the air to surface missile kit. Orders the
selected unit to perform an air strike on the selected target during the
next action phase.

Recon Run
Only available to fighters with the recon pod kit. Orders the selected unit
to perform a recon mission on the selected area during the next action
phase.

Drop paratroopers
Only available to transport planes with paratroopers loaded. Orders the
selected unit to perform a drop mission on the selected hexagon during the
next action phase. The paratroopers on the planes will be dropped on the
hexagon and participate in the battle.
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Hotkeys

    Brings up System screen

    Move camera left

    Move camera right

    Move camera forward

    Move camera backward

    Unit skip turn

    sleep

  Add/remove to selection

  Select type

 Add/remove all by type

    Go to next unit

   End turn

    Toggle Production Screen

    Toggle Diplomacy Screen

    Toggle Research Screen

    Toggle Covert Operations
     Screen

    Toggle Overview Screen

    Toggle System Menu

    Unit actions

    Cancel order (tactical mode)


